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Announcement  
 
 
HEDNO announces that its technicians are still working hard at the afflicted areas to 
restore the extensive damages that have been caused by “Daniel” storm at the 
Electricity Distribution Network.  
 
More specifically, at the Prefecture of Magnisia, the storm afflicted 12 Medium-Voltage 
lines and approximately 750 substations that power a section of the city of Volos and 
nearby settlements. 
 
Thanks to the efforts of HEDNO’s technicians, electricity damages are currently limited 
in 4 Medium-Voltage and approximately 570 substations, affecting not only the area 
of Volos but also villages in the mountainous and the sea part of Pelion. 
 
It is estimated that a major part of the center of Volos will be reconnected to power 
supply by early evening. Part of the island of Skiathos is also expected to be restored 
by this afternoon. 
 
Regarding all other afflicted areas, it is noted that a part of Karditsa is currently 
dealing with power supply issues, with the storm having affected approximately 25 
substations. These are expected to be restored later this afternoon. Also, in the areas 
of Farsala and Larissa, restoration works are also in progress at 20 villages. 
 
HEDNO would like to thank consumers for their understanding and its technicians for 
dealing with extremely difficult conditions during the execution of the Network 
restoration works and given that the flash floods have affected hundreds of 
substations, with many parts of the Network suffering damages and the access being 
difficult due to road network problems. 
Since the outbreak of “Daniel” storm, the staff of HEDNO have been on full alert with 
extra technicians, additional equipment and more vehicles at all afflicted areas. There 
are currently organized efforts together with the Port Authority to transfer generators 
at these areas in order to quickly secure power supply for the most critical 
infrastructure (pump stations etc.). 
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